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1. Introduction

Automatic segmentation of ultrasound (US) images 
can help disease screening, diagnosis, and assessment 
of prognosis. However, accurate US segmentation is 
a challenge due to the following difficulties. First, US 
images often suffer from a low signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR) (1) and inhomogeneous intensity distribution 
(2). Second, shadows are a common occurrence due 
to inadequate contact between the US probe and the 
body surface or the presence of anatomical structures 
that interfere with the scanned tissue interfaces (3). 
These shadow regions, with their low intensity or 
dark pixels, are often integral to anatomical areas and 
lesions (4). As shown in Figure 1, shadow artifacts and 
ambiguous lesion boundaries are often observed in US 
images, posing significant challenges to accurate US 
segmentation.
 Recently, the Segment Anything Model (SAM) 
(5) from Meta AI has been proposed as a promotable 
foundational model for natural image segmentation with 
minimal human intervention. SAM is a deep learning 
model (transformer-based) that has been trained on 
a huge number of images and masks - more than 1 

billion masks in 11 million images. SAM is driven 
by various segmentation prompts (e.g., points, boxes, 
masks) to achieve zero-shot image segmentation. Due 
to its promising performance in several computer 
vision benchmarks, SAM has garnered a great deal of 
attention for use in medical image segmentation tasks (6-
9). Specifically, Deng et al. (6) conducted experiments 
with SAM for tumor, non-tumor tissue, and cell nuclei 
segmentation, and empirical results indicated that SAM 
is amenable to the tasks of segmenting large connected 
objects. He et al. (7) evaluated more than 12 medical 
image segmentation datasets that used 5 imaging 
modalities (2D X-ray, histology, endoscopy, etc.) and that 
include different organs such as the brain, chest, lungs, 
and skin (8) in an attempt to validate the out-of-the-box 
zero-shot capabilities of SAM with an abdominal CT 
organ segmentation dataset, and they examined multiple 
scenarios, such as marking multiple points or boxes as 
prompts to obtain segmentation accuracy. Hu et al. (9) 
concluded that the more prompts were made, the more 
precise segmentation results were obtained by analyzing 
liver tumor segmentation for contrast-enhanced 
computed tomography volumes.
 Although the aforementioned studies investigated 
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Accurate ultrasound (US) image segmentation is important for disease screening, diagnosis, and 
prognosis assessment. However, US images typically have shadow artifacts and ambiguous boundaries 
that affect US segmentation. Recently, Segmenting Anything Model (SAM) from Meta AI has 
demonstrated remarkable potential in a wide range of applications. The purpose of this paper was to 
conduct an initial evaluation of the ability for SAM to segment US images, particularly in the event of 
shadow artifacts and ambiguous boundaries. We evaluated SAM's performance on three US datasets 
of different tissues, including multi-structure cardiac tissue, thyroid nodules, and the fetal head. 
Results indicated that SAM generally performs well with US images with clear tissue structures, but 
it has limited performance in the event of shadow artifacts and ambiguous boundaries. Thus, creating 
an improved SAM that considers the characteristics of US images is significant for automatic and 
accurate US segmentation.
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SAM's performance on medical images, they lack the 
comprehensive and in-depth assessment of SAM's 
performance on US images with shadow artifacts and 
inhomogeneous intensity distribution. The current study 
evaluated SAM's performance on three US datasets of 
different tissues in order to perform a comprehensive 
analysis of SAM's performance on US images. The hope 
is that this study can provide the community with some 
insights into the future development of an improved 
SAM for US image segmentation.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Overview

Figure 2 depicts the testing pipeline for SAM as applied 
to various US images in this study. SAM has three main 

components: an image encoder, a prompt encoder, and 
a mask decoder. The image encoder uses the Vision 
Transformer (ViT) (10) as its backbone and is pre-trained 
using the masked strategy from the masked autoencoder 
(MAE) (11). Its role is to provide the embedding of 
the input tensor so that it can be combined with the 
embedding of manual prompts in subsequent steps. The 
prompt encoder handles various types of sparse (multiple 
points, boxes, or texts) and dense (masks) prompts 
via distinct branches comprising a basic convolutional 
neural network. Ultimately, the mask decoder uses all 
embedding to determine the segmentation labels. 
 During the testing phase, SAM was comprehensively 
compared to related deep segmentation models using 
three different US datasets pertaining to various tissues, 
including multi-structure cardiac tissue, thyroid nodules, 
and the fetal head. Moreover, the testing involving US 
images was divided into two sets, the first consisting of 
images with shadow artifacts and the second consisting 
of clean images without any obvious shadow artifacts. 
This division enabled evaluation of SAM's effectiveness 
on US images with shadow artifacts. Moreover, four 
different methods of prompt selection were attempted 
and a regular grid of foreground points was used as 
prompts to generate US image segmentation results.
 Positive and negative prompt points exist, indicating 
foreground or background points, respectively. To ensure 
experimental and model reproducibility, randomness, and 
accuracy, prompt points were chosen using the following 
three methods: (i) SAM-MPP: foreground points from 
the GT mask were randomly selected to serve as positive 
prompt points, with a range of 1-10 points; (ii) SAM-
MPN: a background point was randomly marked as a 
negative point and multiple positive points were marked; 
(iii) SAM-CP: the central point of the image was 
identified and whether it is a positive or negative prompt 
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Figure 1. Difficultly of segmenting US images that contain shadow 
artifacts or ambiguous boundaries.

Figure 2. Testing pipeline for SAM in this study. 
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classic segmentation methods including U-Net, 
Attention U-Net, ResU-Net, DeepLabV3, PSPNet, 
SegNet, FPN, TransUnet, and TransFuse.
 U-Net (19): U-Net is a U-shaped structure that uses 
skip connections to capture contextual information.
 Attention U-Net (20): To address the problem that 
many redundant underlying features are extracted due 
to U-Net skip connections, Attention U-Net adds an 
attention module in skip connections to effectively 
suppress activations in irrelevant regions, thereby 
reducing the number of redundant features.
 ResU-Net (21): ResUNet is a deep learning model 
based on residual connectivity for image segmentation 
tasks. It combines the advantages of ResNet and U-Net 
to better solve the problems of gradient disappearance 
and missing semantic information.
 DeepLabV3 (22): DeeplabV3 provides the ability 
to arbitrarily control the resolution of features extracted 
by the encoder, with the encoder section having a large 
number of hole convolutions to balance accuracy and 
time consumption without loss of information.
 PSPNet (23): PSPNet is based on FCN with a 
global mean pooling operation and feature fusion to 
obtain more contextual information. The features have a 
pyramid structure, so it is also called pyramid pooling.
 SegNet (24): The decoder structure of SegNet 
performs non-linear upsampling using the pooling 
index computed in the maximum pooling step of the 
corresponding encoder. This reduces the number of 
parameters and operations compared to deconvolution 
and eliminates the need to learn upsampling.
 FPN (25): The FPN algorithm uses both the high 
resolution of the lower-layer features and the semantic 
information of the higher-layer features to achieve 
prediction by fusing these different feature layers. In 
addition, the prediction is performed on each fused 
feature layer separately.
 TransUnet (26): This is the first time that transformer 
was used as a promising alternative for medical image 
segmentation, and it has the merits of both transformers 
and U-Net.
 TransFuse (27): TransFuse fuses a transformer and 
CNN to achieve long-range dependency modeling and 
reduce computational redundancy.

2.5. Implementation details 

This study divided three publicly available datasets into 
training and testing sets in a 4:1 ratio. The training and 
testing datasets for each dataset are shown in Table 1. 

was determined using the GT mask. Additionally, (iv) 
SAM-BX: the bounding box of the GT mask was directly 
acquired without further steps. To evaluate SAM's 
segmentation performance, regular grid sampling was 
used to predict multiple masks per image and the highest 
quality mask was selected as the final segmentation 
result after comparison.

2.2. US datasets

SAM's performance in the US segmentation task 
was evaluated using three classic publicly available 
datasets. These datasets contain different scenarios of 
cardiac ultrasound, thyroid, and fetal head. The first 
dataset, CAMUS (12), is a large, fully annotated 2D 
echocardiographic assessment dataset collected from 
500 patients and it includes manual annotations of the 
left ventricular endocardium (LV(Endo)), myocardium 
(LV(Epi)), and left atrium (LA) by experts. The second 
dataset, TN-SCUI (13), from the MICCAI 2020 
Challenge, presents a challenging US segmentation task 
due to the various shapes of thyroid nodules, missing 
areas of lesions, ambiguous boundaries, and artifacts 
due to the way US is imaged. This dataset contains 3644 
thyroid nodules from 3,644 patients that were manually 
annotated by experienced radiologists. The third dataset, 
HC18 (14), is a fetal US dataset consisting of 1,334 
images used to measure the fetal head circumference.

2.3. Evaluation metrics

This study used four evaluation metrics to assess the 
performance of the different segmentation methods: the 
Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC), Jaccard index (JI), 
Hausdorff Distance (HD), and Average Surface Distance 
(ASD). 
 Dice Similarity Coefficient (DSC, %) (15): This 
measures the similarity between the prediction and 
ground-truth sets, with a value range of [0,1]. A higher 
value indicates better model performance and it is often 
used to calculate the similarity of closed regions.
 Jaccard index (JI, %) (16): This measures the 
ratio between the intersection and union of a category 
prediction and the ground-truth using fuzzy set theory.
 Average Surface Distance (ASD, pixel) (17): This 
measures the average surface distance from all points 
of the prediction to the ground-truth, which assesses the 
surface variation between the segmentation and the GT.
 Hausdorff Distance (HD, pixel) (18): This calculates 
the distance between the two sets of the prediction and 
ground-truth, with smaller values indicating higher 
similarity between the two sets. It is more sensitive to 
boundaries than DSC.

2.4. Methods of comparison 

This study compared segmentation by SAM to several 

Table 1. Number of training and testing images for TN-
SCUI, CAMUS, and HC18
Dataset

Training Dataset Size
Testing Dataset Size

CAMUS

  1,440
     360

TN-SCUI

   2,916
      728

HC18

  800
  199
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Due to the availability of training weights for SAM, 
this study is consistent with related studies on SAM 
(6,28-29) to evaluate SAM's performance on ultrasound 
images using the testing sets. Inspired by studies that 
compared SAM to related segmentation methods (30-
31), segmentation models for comparison were first 
trained on the training set, and then corresponding 
segmentation metrics were obtained using the testing 
set.

3. Results

3.1. Segmentation results for US images overall

Quantitative comparison: Tables 2, 3, and 4 show the 
quantitative results of different segmentation methods in 
terms of the four evaluation metrics using different US 
datasets. In this experiment, the US images for testing 
were selected based on the same data partitioning of the 
public dataset. Results indicated that:
 (1) Interestingly, SAM and SAM-CP performed 
poor ly  on  the  TN-SCUI  da tase t  in  t e rms  o f 
segmentation performance, possibly due to the unique 

image characteristics of the US dataset since it contains 
shadow artifacts and missing or unclear boundaries, 
hampering the model's ability to differentiate between 
foreground and background. However, SAM-MPP and 
SAM-MPN had substantially improved segmentation 
performance by incorporating manually labeled point 
prompts, achieving comparable or even better results 
than ResU-Net. Moreover, SAM-BX performed well 
on all four evaluation metrics, surpassing popular fully 
supervised segmentation models such as Deeplabv3, 
FPN, and SegNet, indicating that SAM is more 
effective at segmenting large connected areas. SAM-
BX also benefited from the effective prompt of the 
bounding box, allowing the model to focus only on the 
box region and achieve a higher accuracy. However, 
providing box prompts may be time-consuming in real 
clinical scenarios, so the focus of this study is primarily 
on the segmentation results of the baseline SAM.
 (2) Experiments on three different anatomical 
structures were conducted using CAMUS and Table 3 
shows a comparative analysis of the results obtained. 
Results indicate that the best DSC obtained by SAM 
was 0.617 for the LV (Endo), 0.380 for the LV (Epi), 

Table 2. Comparison to seven state-of-the-art fully-
supervised methods using the TN-SCUI dataset
Items

U-Net
Attention U-Net
ResU-Net
Deeplabv3
FPN
PSPNet
SegNet
TransUNet
TransFuse
SAM
SAM-CP
SAM-MPP
SAM-MPN
SAM-BX

    JI

0.764
0.745
0.572
0.778
0.792
0.780
0.791
0.683
0.703
0.118
0.257
0.603
0.605
0.805

DSC

0.846
0.827
0.696
0.861
0.869
0.858
0.867
0.787
0.802
0.195
0.345
0.716
0.721
0.889

    ASD

  16.177
  15.433
  44.865
  13.256
  12.049
  23.516
  11.186
  14.746
  19.237
106.075
  76.281
  28.419
  28.536
    9.155

   HD

  4.423
  4.644
10.661
  4.028
  4.029
  6.183
  3.483
  4.623
  5.725
31.253
28.056
  9.222
  9.029
  2.873

Table 3. Comparison to seven state-of-the-art fully-supervised methods using the CAMUS dataset

Items

U-Net
Attention U-Net
ResU-Net
Deeplabv3
FPN
PSPNet
SegNet
TransUNet
TransFuse
SAM
SAM-CP
SAM-MPP
SAM-MPN
SAM-BX

 DSC

0.929
0.930
0.920
0.936
0.934
0.937
0.934
0.914
0.915
0.241
0.555
0.595
0.617
0.600

  ASD

63.511
63.795
68.042
64.414
65.458
64.289
64.319
63.276
65.394
89.938
49.529
49.035
46.164
26.224

    JI

0.875
0.877
0.856
0.883
0.882
0.886
0.880
0.851
0.850
0.140
0.413
0.452
0.470
0.440

   HD

21.203
21.246
22.057
21.291
21.506
21.165
21.476
21.450
21.991
35.827
12.554
11.639
11.182
  8.093

 DSC

0.866
0.863
0.834
0.873
0.873
0.875
0.868
0.831
0.832
0.233
0.256
0.280
0.290
0.380

  ASD

64.539
65.042
67.437
65.703
66.679
65.515
65.552
64.811
66.766
90.724
53.860
77.102
72.311
31.484

    JI

0.769
0.766
0.720
0.778
0.780
0.783
0.771
0.720
0.720
0.133
0.148
0.165
0.172
0.238

   HD

11.791
11.851
13.167
11.841
11.937
11.709
11.923
11.835
12.255
34.634
17.010
28.331
26.111
  9.699

 DSC

0.888
0.884
0.858
0.901
0.905
0.899
0.891
0.879
0.876
0.140
0.161
0.428
0.477
0.867

  ASD

135.457
135.666
135.818
135.437
136.691
135.567
136.105
135.278
136.011
152.234
128.767
  75.077
  57.552
    8.813

    JI

0.818
0.814
0.771
0.828
0.835
0.932
0.822
0.797
0.799
0.076
0.089
0.319
0.356
0.770

   HD

28.424
28.557
29.149
28.454
28.515
28.321
28.553
28.670
28.856
61.710
37.364
22.800
17.158
  2.907

 LV (Endo)                                                  LV (Epi)                                                        LA

Table 4. Comparison to seven state-of-the-art fully-
supervised methods using the HC18 dataset
Items

U-Net
Attention U-Net
ResU-Net
Deeplabv3
FPN
PSPNet
SegNet
TransUNet
TransFuse
SAM
SAM-CP
SAM-MPP
SAM-MPN
SAM-BX

    JI

0.958
0.957
0.933
0.960
0.959
0.959
0.960
0.936
0.950
0.380
0.709
0.760
0.764
0.908

DSC

0.979
0.978
0.964
0.980
0.979
0.979
0.980
0.966
0.974
0.539
0.820
0.856
0.860
0.951

    ASD

  3.984
  4.310
21.059
  3.517
  3.320
  3.230
  3.108
  6.059
  3.654
58.622
23.516
19.742
21.130
  8.330

   HD

  1.411
  1.504
  3.645
  1.338
  1.327
  1.326
  1.304
  2.105
  1.532
17.771
  8.473
  6.751
  7.197
  2.601
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and 0.867 for the LA, which are significantly lower 
than the best DSC results obtained using representative 
deep networks (0.937, 0.875, and 0.905). This 
difference can be attributed to several reasons. First, 
the heart has complex and multiple structures that 
differ greatly from the shapes of thyroid nodules and 
the fetal head. Second, CAMUS images contain a large 
number of shadow artifacts and ambiguous boundaries, 
hampering SAM's ability to accurately distinguish 
between foreground and background regions. Lastly, 
the segmentation performance of the LV (Epi) was 
substantially lower compared to the LV (Endo) and LA, 
which may be due to interference from the LV (Endo) 
structure surrounding the LV (Epi). 
 (3) The results for HC18 are shown in Table 4, 
where all four types of SAM-based models, except 
for SAM, achieved DSC scores exceeding 0.8, and 
the accuracy of SAM-BX reached 0.95. This excellent 
performance can be attributed to the fact that the target 
anatomical regions in the HC18 dataset have large 
connected regions, which allows the additional prompts 
provided by the models to help achieve accurate 
segmentation. However, there is a noticeable gap 
between the ASD and HD obtained by SAM and classic 
fully supervised segmentation models, indicating that 
SAM has a weakness in fine segmentation tasks.
 To summarize, the segmentation performance 
of basic SAM needs to be improved according to 
all three US datasets. This could be the result of the 
unique image characteristics of US, such as shadow 
artifacts and ambiguous or missing boundaries, 
posing significant challenges for SAM in identifying 
foreground and background regions accurately. In 
addition, various prompt methods were used, and results 
indicated that using the bounding box of the GT mask 
is the most effective solution. However, this approach is 
also very stringent and restricts the analysis and clinical 
application of medical images. A series of SAM models 
displayed better segmentation performance in areas 
with large connectivity and regularity but struggled 

with complex anatomical structures.
 Qualitative comparison: Figure 3 shows some 
good examples of segmentation achieved by SAM, 
while Figure 4 displays examples where SAM failed to 
segment the target areas accurately. Figure 3 indicates 
that SAM performs as well as or better than other 
methods in instances where the tissue or anatomical 
structures are relatively distinct. However, SAM 
struggles with segmenting complex structures such 
as thyroid nodules or cardiac structures, which may 
be obscured by shadow artifacts or have ambiguous 
or missing boundaries. As shown in Figure 4, this 
results in low accuracy for SAM-based models, with a 
significant performance gap compared to popular deep 
models.

3.2. Segmentation results for US images with and 
without shadow artifacts

Tables 2-4 indicate that SAM consistently produces the 
worst segmentation results compared to other popular 
segmentation models using the TN-SCUI and CAMUS 
datasets. To investigate whether the presence of shadow 
artifacts in US images of the TN-SCUI dataset affected 
SAM's performance, the dataset was divided into 
two groups: US samples with shadow artifacts and 
clear US images without obvious shadow artifacts. 
With the guidance of a sonographer with five years of 
experience, segmentation results for US images with 
and without shadow artifacts were compared using 
different methods.
 Quantitative comparison: As shown in Table 5, 
SAM methods differ most dramatically between the 
TN-SCUI with and without shadows. Especially with 
SAM, SAM-MPP, SAM-MPN, and SAM-CP, the 
DSC difference was 22.1% (SAM-MPN), along with 
maximum differences in the ASD of 18.882 and the 
HD of 4.919 (SAM-MPN). In addition, SAM-BX 
had an 8% DSC difference. The analysis of complete 
datasets identified the bounding box as the most 

Figure 3. Good examples of segmentation on three US datasets. Figure 4. Bad examples of segmentation on three US datasets. 
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powerful prompt for improving SAM's segmentation 
performance. However, the significant difference in 
results between images with and without shadows 
persisted despite using a given GT mask's bounding 
box, indicating that the US dataset contains a significant 
number of shadow artifacts that can have a considerable 
impact on SAM's segmentation results.
 Further analysis of other representative deep 
segmentation models revealed that their DSC difference 
did not exceed 6% (FPN) when tested on TN-SCUI with 
or without shadows. In addition, the differences in ASD 
and HD did not exceed 7.851 and 3.677, respectively 
(PSPNet). These findings suggest that the segmentation 
performance of deep models was relatively stable. 
Moreover, deep segmentation models had ASD and HD 
metrics that were generally better than those of SAM, 
indicating that additional refinement is necessary to 
enable SAM to better complete segmentation tasks for 
shadow artifacts and ambiguous boundaries present in 
US images. 
 Qualitative comparison: The segmentation results 
of different models using US images of the thyroid 
containing shadow artifacts are shown in Figure 5. 
Areas with large shadow artifacts are evident, so the 
segmentation results of SAM are not ideal. In areas 

with missing or ambiguous boundaries, segmentation 
results with SAMs were rough, and the corresponding 
ASD and HD were not as good.

4. Discussion and Conclusion

As a foundational model for image segmentation, SAM 
has shown great potential for natural images. This 
study completed an initial evaluation of SAM's ability 
to perform medical US image segmentation using 
three US image datasets of different organs, including 
multi-structure cardiac tissue, thyroid nodules, breast 
nodules, and the fetal head. This study particularly 
examined shadow artifacts in US images as a factor 
affecting SAM's accuracy. While we acknowledge the 
advancement of large foundational models for CV, the 
current experiments demonstrate that there is still room 
for improvement in SAM's performance on this specific 
task of medical US image segmentation.
 Results of medical US image segmentation 
are compared in Tables 2-4, which indicate that 
everything mode is not suitable for most medical US 
datasets. In other words, SAM is not as accurate as 
dataset specific deep-learning algorithms (19-27) for 
medical US segmentation tasks. Therefore, applying 
the trained model from SAM directly to a medical 
US segmentation task will not result in satisfactory 
performance. In the future, more medical US images 
need to be used to fine-tune SAM to create a highly 
accurate benchmark mode.
 Given that US imaging is a special imaging 
modality that commonly contains shadow artifacts, 
SAM's performance was compared on US images 
with and without shadow artifacts. Thus, a strength of 
this study is that it fully explored shadow artifacts as 
a factor that affect SAM's accuracy in US images. As 
shown by Table 5 and Figure 2, SAM had significant 
performance degradation with shadow artifacts. Hence, 
future research should investigate how to improve 

Figure 5. Failure to segment US images of the thyroid with 
shadow artifacts. 

Table 5. Comparison to seven state-of-the-art fully-supervised methods using the SHADOW TN-SCUI dataset

Items

U-Net
Attention U-Net
ResU-Net
Deeplabv3
FPN
PSPNet
SegNet
TransUNet
TransFuse
SAM
SAM-CP
SAM-MPP
SAM-MPN
SAM-BX

 DSC

0.828
0.805
0.676
0.830
0.840
0.830
0.841
0.773
0.787
0.178
0.281
0.633
0.616
0.811

    ASD

  17.663
  16.736
  45.193
  15.322
  14.181
  27.350
  12.304
  16.580
  19.408
107.762
  83.101
  36.132
  36.832
  15.923

    JI

0.734
0.713
0.545
0.735
0.751
0.740
0.754
0.663
0.679
0.108
0.196
0.502
0.482
0.705

   HD

  4.920
  5.305
10.896
  4.899
  5.061
  7.978
  4.047
  5.587
  5.818
33.683
30.453
12.103
12.195
  8.714

 DSC

0.865
0.851
0.717
0.894
0.901
0.889
0.895
0.832
0.817
0.216
0.412
0.820
0.837
0.889

    ASD

  14.605
  14.086
  44.520
  11.084
    9.805
  19.499
  10.015
  14.101
  19.059
104.455
  69.102
  20.527
  17.950
  10.243

    JI

0.796
0.780
0.600
0.825
0.835
0.823
0.829
0.745
0.728
0.129
0.322
0.720
0.740
0.828

   HD

  3.897
  3.962
10.415
  3.113
  2.944
  4.301
  2.892
  4.182
  5.627
28.844
25.534
  6.285
  5.254
  5.989

     w/ Shadow Artifacts                                                           w/o Shadow Artifacts
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SAM's reliability for US image segmentation with 
shadow artifacts. A possible solution (not explicitly 
addressed in the current work) is adding a shadow 
learning mechanism to SAM. Previous studies have 
proven that generating and injecting simulated shadows 
into US images and teaching them is helpful for US 
segmentation tasks (32,33). Another possible solution 
is using US images with shadow artifacts to finetune 
SAM. In summary, the current study has shown 
that additional work is needed to improve SAM's 
performance on this specific US segmentation task. 
The hope is that this study can provide the community 
with some insights into the future development of a 
improved SAM for US image segmentation.
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